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The Spring
In the Heian Period, a garden style reminiscent of the sea was developed. The stones
standing in the spring represent islands, and the stone paving in the foreground is
reminiscent of a sandy beach which represents our many varied beaches.
The standing虹ones representing址lands are Saji stones which are sharply eroded by
the rapid stream of the Saji River, Tottori prefecture, and they represent the fo心 of
the water of the garden spring as it comes &om its source.

【Gardens representative of this period]
Byodo-in Temple (Uji City, Kyoto}, Shinsen-en (Kyoto City}
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The "Senrian" teahouse
The'、Senrian'' teah皿se is built in the style of the abbot's
quarters of a Zen temple.
To recreate the aonosphere of an old temple, there is an
arrangement of semi-worked Tamba stones along the path
leading to the temple.
In the Muromachi Period, "Kare-sansui", a dry land.scape
邸den which is an a坤tract たpresentation, without using
water, of the mountains and water found in a natural
landscape, was devdoped, and priests sat looking at the
Kare-sansui garden in 2:en meditation every day in order to
attain spiritual enlightenment.
This Kare-sansui garden can be visualized by the viewer in
呵匹皿er that he wishes.
If you believe that the 血nes have a will of their own, you
can walk th『ough the紳n and imagine which aspect of
n皿re each stone and tree in this炉den is an ah匹血
represenはuon o£
Also, during the winter ,e匹n, when the tree leaves細，
you can get a distant view from Senrian of the
"Toomi-no-matsu", the pine tree with a distant view.

The Kamakura Period was a transition period from the dynastic culture to the samurai culture, and the Zen style garden was created under
the influence of the Zen ideology which came from China.
In the Muromachi Period, the gardens mainly showed the beauty of rock arrangement, and rock gardens were created in the "Kare-sansui"
style with streaIIIs of water represented using only stones, as well as tea gardens which represented "wabi" and "sabi", in keeping with the
popularity of the tea ceremony.
The Medieval Garden area has several teahouses - "Senri-an", reminiscent of the abbot's quarters in an old Zen temple, "Hanan" and

In the north valley, there is a rapid mountain stream which comes from the waterf.tll in the Ancient Garden area, with maple trees on both

The "Hanan" and "Banrian" teahouses

banks. In the south valley there is a bamboo thicket with a brook which flows quietly.

These two houses were built at the time ofthe Expo 70, with donations from the Kyoto

Between these two valleys there is a small mountain where Japanese black pine, bayberry and azalea (mitsuba-tsutsuji) are planted to create
a likeness of Satoyama in the Keihanshin area, and it represents the h 江mony between tea, the spirit of Zen and nature.

【Gardens representative of this period】

Ryoan—Ji Temple (Kyoto City),

Daisen-in Temple(Kyoto City)

Chamber ofC.Ommロce and Industry, to roccive domestic and fureign VIP即ests.
These two teahouses, designed by Sotoji Nakamura, who is a Living National Treasure,
are positioned so as to make each other a pan ofthe landscape.
"Hanan" is a building built in the "Shoin-zulwri" style ofSamurai residences, and it was
completed in the Momoyama Peri叫. This teahouse is worthy ofbeing in any tea school,
and so it 四s named "Hanan", drawn from the word "han-you" which means
general-purpose. The plate set in the entrance was written by the hand ofMr. Eisaku
Sato, the prime minister at the time.
"!latuian'' is built in the style of a Souan (如tched hut), and it is a small building with a
如tched roo£This teahouse was named "Banrian'', caking one letter each from
"Banpaku (the Expo)" and "Senri" , the name ofthe area. The plate set in the entrance
was written by two persons - "Ban" by "Sen Sosa" the h叫of the Omote-senke school,
and'、R i" by "Sen So.shits1i', the h叫ofthe Ura-senke school
«OPEN'-> November

The Bamboo Thicket
There was a large bamboo forest in the Senri hills before the Japanese garden was built.
When the Japan= garden was plann«l, bamboo, wen: planted at曲site to reproduce the local
vegetation.
In this bamboo thicket, a plentiful underbrush consisting of sarcandra glabra, 叫辿crenatas,
nandia and Ophiopogon japonicas is planted, and there is a stream iruide the bamboo thicket,
which reminds a "Mono no aware', an aesthetic respo匹 to the transience of如utiful things as
fuund in the Tale of Heike and血Hojoki which is part of the rich Hcian culture.
As you walk through this bamboo thicket, you can hear the sound ofShishiodoshi (water Rowing
through a hollow bamboo stalk) which echoes throughout the thicket, and this is only one of the
features in曲wood which brings back nostalgic m 叩oriesof如narural landscape of oldJapan.

The Sandy
Beach
The spring water originating
from the fuuntain at tbe
west end, splits into two
streams whicb flow towards
the north and south, and
fi叫ly the two streams
oonverge at this sandy
beach, to flow into the
Shinji-ike Pond.
This beacb is a miniarure
representation of the mouth
of a natural river whicb
pours into the sea, and it
represents a natural
landscape on a smaller scale,
by applying the tecb咄匹
of a building a dry
landscape garden, and by
planting the plants known
邸 beach silvertop which
grow natu叫y on b立hes.

The Tea Garden
A tea garden shows the path to reach the teahouse,
and it is alsc called a "Roji".
Tea節rdens have teahouses in them to let the guests
experience the world of tea away from their曲ilyi傘，
by creating a space in which they feel that they are
drinking tea in a mountain village, even if it is actually
in the city.
Marry maple trees are planted in the tea garden, and
there is space for an open air tea ceremony. And the
stream of water flowing from the wash basin
佃ukubai) in the Hanan teahouse砥mes a brook
where people can enjoy'Kyo如sui-no-en'[a party
beside a meand甜ng brook).
Suikin-kutsu
Tois is a contnvance which is said to be invented by a
邸rdener in the Edo period, and It was a popular
structure thro遥加t」apan until the beginning of the
Showa period.
Suilkin-kutsu is an unglazed pot buried upsi釦own
into which water drips from a tsukubai (stone wash
basin which Is found In a Japanese gardoo) onto the
surface of the water collected inside the pot, creating
a pleasant splashing sound which resembles a koto or
a Japanese harp.

The Early Modern
(The Edo Period)

The Wood of the Japanese Cypress

Tea Flower and Plum Grove Lane

TheJapanese cypress grows naturally on high mountains, and it is very rare to see it growing in an
urban plain such as in this garden.
As you walk along the ganlen path which CWJs through the Wood of the Japanese Cypress, you
feel as if you are walking on a high mounrnin somewhere.
〇nee you complete your walk through the gloomy Wood of the J平nes, Cypress, you cao 虹
the lone pine tree standing on the Toomi no Oka {Distant view hill), beyond which you can see a
multitude of small grassy hills, and the whole view is a changing landscape which moves from
dark ro bright and from如de coli炉t.

This is the only path in this g,,.rden, built in 1991, 10 view the plum grove and tea
伽wers of this garden.
You can enj叩the view of plwn flowers from the b屯血ng of February till the
middle ofM江ch, and various tea Rowers from the middle of April till the end of
June.

――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――
Since about 1940, gardens inrorporating elements of abstract

In the Edo period, various garden styles were integrated, and m皿y Daimyo gardens were built by the Daimyo or the feudal lord, who was
the main driving force behind the garden culture.

art began to be created.

Several huge gardens were created in the "Chisen-kaiyushiki" style, which allowed the visitor to take a stroll in the garden path around a

This area represents a garden with a bright cubist design which

big pond and enjoy the various scenes of the garden.

symbolires the future.

The Early Modem Garden area is the largest area in the Japanese garden, and it is built based on the style of the Edo period, with a large

〇ne of its feamres is that it is a freestyle garden with loruses

Shinji-ike pond in the shape of the kanji "Shin" in the center. Here you can enjoy the int咤ration of various garden styles.

and water lilies in the lotus pond, Japanese irises in the iris

From the central rest space, you can enjoy the血w of the splendor of the Japanese garden with the Shinji-ike pond, rock arrangements,

field, and a variety of flowers in the terrac.ed gardens, built in

many famous old trees, and a garden lantern called the "Yukimi-doro" in front of the artificial hill covered with lawn grasses.

the style of terrac.ed rice fields, which bloom every season. The

You can also叫e a walk along the Shin胆ke pond and have your fill of the view of the changing landscape.

serond feamre is that this was a trial to see how creativity can

The Tsutsujigaoka (Azalea Hill)
Along a 500 meter long path, which runs from the bottom to the middle of the artificial
証I, 7000 shrubs of 17 varieties of 四alea are planted to create a spot which is known for
its azaleas.

The Tsutsujigaoka Rest House
The Tsutsujigaoka恥st House was originally planned to be built as a permanent facility in
1968, but, due to budgetary constraints, it 匹s only a prefabricated rest hou.,e at the time of
the Expo.
The current rest house was built in 1992, with assistance from the Japan Lottery Association.
加s rest house was designed by the same architect who designed the other buildings at the
time of Expo and the exterior has been finished in the m心em style which is different from
the others. It is a novel design which has taken in elements of wind, sound, light and flowers.

The Carp Pond

The Modern Garden

17出century- 19th century

【Gardens representative of this period】Koraku-en (Okayama City), Kenroku-en (Kanazawa City) and Kairaku-en (Mito City)
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12th century- 16th century

"Banrian" are authentic teahouses of Sukiya style building, which are worthy of being in any tea school, be it Omote-senke, Ura-senke, etc.
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The guest house was built at the time of the
Expo'70, to rec.eive and accommodate important
guests from foreign governments.
The building is in the "Shinden-zukuri" style,
reminiscent of the residences of noblemen in the
Heian Period, with a retaining wall made by
stacking natural stones from Sho do-shima island,
and when viewed from the spring, it matches
perfectly with the style of the Ancient Garden.
Currently the guest house is open to the public
for various meetings, wedding parties or other
gatherings.

The Medieval Garden
(The Kamakura and the Muromachi Period)

T

The guest house

The waterfalls are 3.5 meters
high, composed of one
two-tiered fall in center, one
small waterfall on the lefr
and two di低rently shaped
waterfalls on the right.
The stones used in the main
waterfall are huge stones
from the Gifu prefecture,
weighing 20 tons, 17 tons,
and 15 tons respectively.
On both banks of the stream
emerging from the waterfall,
many maple trees have been
planted to recreate the
land.scape of a maple valley,
and the stream so山ids and
looks so powerful that it feels
like a natural stream, not an
artificial one.
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and the Lotus Pond in the Modern Garden respectively.
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The Waterfalls
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Garden. These two streams flow into the Shinji-ike pond in the Early Modem Garden
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This guest house is constructed in the style "Shinden-zukuri", on the lines of the garden p血in the Ancient Gard四Area.
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dark valleys. In this garden, guest houses were built to welcome VIPs of foreign governments during the period of the Expo.
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In the western end of the garden, several evergreen conifers and maple trees are planted, to create a landscape with deep mountains and
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on rock arrangements around water in the form of a waterfall or water source, giving an impression of the sea.

Garden, and it is divided into two streams which flow north and south in the Medieval
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8th century- 12th century

In the Heian Period, the dynastic culture bloomed, under the influence of Chinese culture. In this period there appeared gardens focusing

The stream of the garden has its source in the spring and water紺ls in the Ancient
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The Ancient Garden (The Heian Period)
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be unleashed by the unrestricted use of materials, for example,

The Shinji-ike Pond
This is the largest pond in the Japanese garden with
an area of 11,000 square meters, and it is in the
shape of the letter "shin" in kanji.
The colored carps which swim grace血!y in the
pond are descended from the oolored 四ps which
were moved here and exhibi函during the区po'70
in collaboration with the Niigata prefecture and
Hiroshima p社ecture, both well-known production
areas of colored carps.
Around this pond are planted many old trees
selected from all ovet Japan, among which the
Japanese b叫pine from Kururne city in Fukuoka
p函crure and the Toomi-no-matsu (Pine with a
distant view) from ltami city in Hyogo p叫なture
have become the main landmarks of the Shinji-ike
pooo.

blocks of granite are used for the emoonkment of the carp
pond, and they set off the bright rolor of the golden carps.
Thus, the object of the modern Japanese garden is "to seek out
the beautiful nam叫landscape of Japan"
【Gardens representative of this period】
Matsuo-taisha shrine (Kyoto City)

The Yukimi�doro
(Snow-viewing lantern)
The Yuklmi-doro made in Okazaki c隊
砒hi prefecture, is 3.3 me記『s in
height, 3 meters in diameter at the
top, and weighs 13 tons.

The Lotus Pond
In the lorus pond, 1200 plants of 26 varieties of lotus are planted, and they bloom aroond
July every year.
During the weekends in July, the Japanese garden is open from early in the morning
when the lotus fl畑ers are at their most beautiful, and you can enjoy the lorus in all its
graceful glory.
An event called "Zobi-hai (elephant-nosed sake glass)" is held to coincide with the
viewing season of the lotus where you drink Japanese Sake using lotus leaves and sterns.
Zobi-hai is a way of drinking sake where sake is poured into a locus leaf, and drunk using
a stem as a drinking ruaw. The name Zobi-hai comes from its appearaoce, which
resembles the trunk of an elephant.
Zobi-hai originally appears as the way co drink to forget the heat of summer, in the pan
"wine and dine" of''Yuyou匹sso" in the old Chinese era the "Tou period", called
"Hekitou-hai".
* Open from early In the morning: From 6:00 a.m
onwards every Saturday and Sunday in July.
* Zob1-hai : Participation free. However, t h e
number of participants is limited and hence
participation is on a first-come fi「st-served basis.

In the℃ arp Pond" cteated to
represent the modern garden
style, there are no namral stones
but there are stone blocks cut
straight and arranged Uke objets
d'art.
This rock arrangement is made of
stone blocks used to look like
natural stones, and it represents
the natural scenes of spring water coming out
from a mountain range and flowing through a
river to eventually pour itself out into the sea.
Wharever the style may be, the garden basically
is a rep心entation of a natural landscape 虚ing
figures from nature.
Nowadays, it is extremely dif!icult to collect
natural srones and old trees, and therefore stone
blocks are 匹:d in this pond to represent the
garden of the future.

Field of the Japanese Iris
I 0,000 plants of 68 varieties
of the Japanese iris are planted
in the Japanese Iris Field,
which are in full bloom in the
middle ofJune.
It is said that the Japanese iris
was cultivated as an
〇r
ental plant in the
middle of the Edo period. It i.s
a characteristic flower which
stands in a dignified posture
and has large drooping petals.
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